September 2017 Aerobatics Training Camp
From September 18th - 24th 2017, Oxford University Gliding Club hosted its third Aerobatics Training
Camp with Paul Conran, advanced aerobatics instructor and UK Champion in Unlimited Aerobatics. Eight
OUGC students took part in the camp: Rowan Border, Mylynn Bowker, Artur Doshchyn, Johannes
Fankhauser, Marios Kapsis, Anthony Landau, Dina Morhij, and Dinant Riks. This time round, the English
weather was extremely kind to us, with six flyable days out of seven, meaning that each student had two to
three training flights with Paul per day. Bicester advanced aerobatics instructor Maz Makari also joined Paul
over the weekend to help instruct and lighten Paul’s load, who was a real trooper after so many aerobatic
flights in such a short space of time! Five of us had previously done a training camp with Paul but for some
students it was their first time receiving proper aerobatic instruction. We had an exhilarating week with Paul
which not only consisted in learning and practising exciting and challenging maneouvres, but also greatly
improving our general flying skills and confidence. From up-lines and down-lines, loops, humpty bumps,
chandelles, and erect turns, to trickier figures such as push humpties, clover leaves, and stall turns, and even
more advanced figures like rolls and outside turns, every student had a chance to experience the beauty and
challenges of aerobatics! All in all, it was a highly successful week with Mylynn Bowker, Dina Morhij, and
Dinant Riks achieving their Standard Aerobatics Badge, and Anthony Landau achieving his Sports Badge.
Rather than writing up one general report, continue reading to take a look at everyone’s individual
experience of the aerobatics camp. OUGC will be hosting more aerobatics training camps and training days
in the future, so if you think that subjecting yourself to unusual attitudes and high loads of g force, as well as
doing something that will rapidly increase your flying skills and confidence sounds like a dream combination,
then please get in touch with us and come along to the next event!
Mylynn Bowker, Trinity College

Mylynn Bowker, Trinity College
I had previously taken part in the January 2017 Aerobatics Training Camp with Paul Conran but a
combination of rubbish English weather (we only had two to three flights each in total over three days!) and
not being solo on aerotow or the K21 at that point meant that I wasn’t able to complete my Standard
Aerobatics Badge flight. I wanted to keep improving my flying skills as well as experiencing life at unusual
attitudes (I love roller coasters and thrill rides, so it’s no surprise that I love glider aerobatics) so I kept having
the odd aerobatic training flight with Richard Chapman and Maz Makari and I also managed to solo on the
K21 and on aerotow in preparation. September quickly came around and I was buzzing to pick up aerobatics
again and try to get my Standard Badge! The first couple of flights were refresher flights where we practiced
each individual manoeuvre until Paul was satisfied with my standard. On day two, Paul surprised us and put
us to the test by covering up the ASI for one flight and making us fly the sequence by judgement alone. We
kept perfecting the sequence, and after my fourth flight with Paul he said that it was time for me to go up
and do it on my own. Sitting in the K21 alone, I felt nervous as I did my checks and the cable was hooked on.
Soon, I was off and I had no choice but to focus on the task at hand. I pulled off at 4000 ft, rocked my wings
and began the routine that I had practiced so many times up until this point. I had enough height to do the
sequence again and then I spent the rest of the flight doing individual manoeuvres before landing. While my
up-lines on the humpties perhaps weren’t quite vertical and my chandelles could have been a bit more
accurate, I managed to achieve my Standard Aerobatics Badge and I was over the moon. After this, Paul
helped me to start working on trickier manoeuvres such as push humpties, clover leaves, and stall turns. I
would like to say a big thank you to Paul Conran for flying with us and for being an awesome and patient
instructor, as well as to Artur Doshchyn for organising yet another fantastic camp!

Dina Morhij, Worcester College
To me, this week was a continuation of the previous aerobatics camp we had in January which was rudely
cut short by the weather refusing to play ball. This time the weather looked promising and I was ready to go!
On my first flight, I could think of little else besides how amazing the flight was and how there is nothing that
can beat aerobatics. And although aerobatics never loses its novelty, on my second flight I could spare some
mental capacity for focusing on techniques and learning to do the figures myself. That’s when the struggle
began. Chandelles, especially, became my bane and one night during the camp I even had a nightmare about
doing Chandelles and then somehow breaking the controls. Eventually, one flight it all clicked. I figured out
what to do and my instructor, Paul Conran, let me go up and do the sequence solo. This flight was actually
my first solo in aerobatics, a K21 and on aerotow and it was the best flight I’ve had. What a week!

Marios Kapsis, Linacre College
I did the aeros on the weekend. So, coming back to the lab
on Monday I felt really uncomfortable when sitting in
front of the computer and I could not tell if it was because
I was not sitting in a glider or I was not feeling my face
being pulled down from the G force. What a great
weekend, Max and Paul were amazing. Patient, thorough
and trying hard to improve our flying and pass on their
wisdom. The thing with aeros is that all the bad habits of
one's flying are amplified and exposed. Hence, it is
pushing you even harder to improve your flying skills and
expand your understanding. This is why I think aeros is a
substantial part of one's training. Oh, it also feels insanely
amazing, of course. That is a solid reason as well, I guess.

Dinant Riks, Pembroke College
After not having done any aerobatics for basically 4 years, I reckoned it was about time to give it another go.
I was a bit worried beforehand that I would fly myself sick, and decided to just sign up for two days. After
one very efficient flight with Paul on day 1, I was send off to show that I could now fly the Standard
Sequence solo. Another 4000ft aerotow gave me enough height to fly the sequence twice. The chandelle and
turns could still be a bit better, but good enough for a pass and a badge! And, more importantly, I didn’t get
sick, and actually felt completely fine after the 2nd flight.
On the 2nd day, I practiced stall turns, canopy up humpties and quarter clovers. Especially the stall turns
turned out to be tricky. But after two 4000ft tows again, they really started to come together. Paul also
rolled us to inverted, and gave control to me to try an inverted turn. Quite tricky, quite uncomfortable (A
true Rush of Blood to the Head), but loads of fun. At the end of the day, I got to use my instructor privileges
by taking Marc up for his first aerobatic flight, and showing him how to do a looping and how not to do a
stall turn. Made it back in one piece with a nice improvised circuit by Marc. By the end of it, I was just
annoyed I didn’t book myself in for more days! Now hoping to perfect the figures learned, and then enter
the Dan Smith Trophy in April 2018!

Artur Doshchyn, Nuffield College
Ever since Jamie Allen gave OUGC a talk on
glider aerobatics in Spring 2016, I knew I wanna
do it. The very idea of flying aeros to me was
associated with ultimate freedom and beauty up
in the air. I have contacted Paul Conran the same
very evening, and in summer we had the first
aeros training camp with the UK Champion in
Unlimited Aerobatics. It was back then that I got
my standard badge. The first camp was followed
by the second (which, unfortunately, I had to
miss), and, very recently, by the third one. I had
a long break from aerobatic flying, but it was
delightful coming back to it with Paul and Maz. I
have worked on sports level figures, and I can’t
wait to go to Dan Smith competition in spring
and earn my sports badge!

Rowan Border, Lincoln College
The aerobatics camp was my first time trying
aerobatic flying (aside from one prior flight).
Flying loops, humpty bumps and push humpties
was exhilarating. I particularly enjoyed the
negative-g experience of the push humpty and
flying inverted with Paul. Learning aerobatics
from Paul and Maz allowed me to develop a
better understanding of the flight capabilities
(and limitations) of a glider and improve my skills
to fly a glider with better precision in unstable
configurations. I feel that the flying form of my
loops and humpty bumps increased significantly
during the week, although I never did master the
chandelle. It was a great experience learning
aerobatics from Paul and Maz and I am looking
forward to flying with them both again.

Johannes Fankhauser, Magdalen College
I used to do paragliding in the Alps before, but gliding turned out to be a whole new experience and I started
to enjoy it from the first moment. When I learned about the possibility of doing aerobatics in gliders I knew
I’m going to be into it. I learned the figures of the standard badge which already include some thrilling
manoeuvres. Later in the week Paul showed me how to fly the more advanced figures of the sports badge
like quarter clovers, stall turns and push humpties. The stall turn turned out to be my favorite one as it
happens. Funnily, I don’t know whether it was just luck or my ability, we had a moment in which Paul
believed that I could do the clovers better than him. This shows to me what a fantastic instructor he is.
The aerobatics camp made it possible for me to focus on gliding and make a lot of progress at the Bicester
airfield. I’m close to go solo and I’m looking forward to continue doing this amazing sport. Recently, I joined
the gliding club Innsbruck in my home country Austria, where I hopefully will soon cut some exciting figures
into the fresh mountain air of the Alps.

Anthony Landau, Trinity College
Having gotten my Standard badge in January and after attending an aerobatics training camp at Lasham
airfield the previous week, I went to the weekend part of the OUGC camp determined to get my Sports
badge. I spent the first flight with Paul trying to get my stall turns up to a reasonable standard (with some
success, though they remain my worst figure…), and then spent the second flight with Maz practising a
Sports sequence. This started off well, but I soon ended up pointing 60 degrees in the wrong direction and
then flew a figure the wrong way around, so I was a bit disheartened. Somehow, though, Maz and Paul were
convinced that I should try again- this time solo- and in the evening under a clear blue sky, I did my second
solo aerotow up to 4000 feet. Without the stress of an instructor in the back seat, I flew one of my best
flights, and was told when I landed that my flight qualified me to get my Sports badge and also to compete in
aerobatics competitions; and now I’m looking forward to hopefully taking part in the Dan Smith aerobatics
competition in 2018!

